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Few catalytic processes have garnered attention in practice as persistently as the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS); even fewer have led
to the passionate mechanistic polemics that have characterized its storied history. Not many reactions have generated such diverse mech-
anistic proposals or faced the task of discerning among them from data often corrupted by ubiquitous gradients in temperatures and con-
centrations or by confounding matters of gas-liquid-solid interfaces. None have done so amidst active deployment in practice or through
cycles of attention that fluctuate with remarkable regularity, as gas conversion technologies have responded to cyclical geopolitical disrup-
tions, shifts in market demand, or unexpected discoveries of gas reservoirs, often remote from markets. These waves of interest have
stranded mechanistic debris; each cycle has faced the inconvenient truths, enduring inconsistencies, and mechanistic proposals of those
before.

This Perspective puts forth concepts and tenets that, in our view, resolve mechanistic puzzles that have persisted throughout the history
of FTS: (i) how is bound CO (CO*) activated if its dissociation requires very large barriers on the low-index surfaces that prevail on the most
active Co and Ru particles; (ii) how does CO* dissociate when landing spaces are so scarce within dense adlayers of strongly bound CO*; (iii)
why does water enhance turnover rates and the predominance of longer chains; and (iv) how can chains grow fast and long if monomers
form throughout dense CO* adlayers that inhibit monomer diffusion? These mechanistic conundrums are not new; yet they are often
ignored or explained by elaborate constructs or contrived site architectures that were discarded in previous cycles. This Perspective focuses
on Co and Ru, which are the catalysts of choice for the synthesis of long paraffinic chains at low temperatures. Such catalysts are also best
suited for benchmarking theory and experiment because Fe-based catalysts require textural and chemical promoters and undergo chemical
and structural oxide-carbide-metal interconversions during FTS.

Recent advances in theory and experiment lead us now to consider how densely covered nanoparticles can create environments that
enable kinetic channels inaccessible on sparsely covered flat surfaces, which have served us well as learning models of the more complex
realities of catalysis practice. Reaction-transport formalisms allow us to assess (and often to eliminate) transport corruptions of measured
rates and selectivities and to describe important details of the product chain length and degree of unsaturation [1]. Emerging theoretical
methods can now describe curved nanoparticle surfaces at relevant CO* coverages and assess with unprecedented fidelity the identity and
relevance of elementary steps, intermediates, and site architectures. Our cherished Langmuirian treatments of surface reactions had to be
reconsidered in spite of their remarkable success in describing the effects of reactant and product concentrations on rates and selectivities;
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non-Langmuirian surface reaction models then served to reconcile the prevalent discrepancies between CO* coverages from in situ infrared
spectra and those inferred from Langmuirian kinetic models.

This Perspective describes work spanning more than three decades and the efforts and talents of many with whom we have labored on
FTS matters. These include students and post-doctoral researchers,1 academic colleagues (M. Neurock, M. Mavrikakis), and coworkers2 in the
practical trenches of gas conversion technologies. The work has evolved through many cycles; each cycle harvested the knowledge and the
puzzles, through new tools and concepts, but also the clarity that emerged from our previous work and that of others. Now, encouraged by
fewer obvious contradictions, we address the enduring mechanistic puzzles that emerged and were resolved throughout these cycles, all in
the spirit of finding those new ones that we do not yet know of.

The earliest FTS mechanism by Fischer and Tropsch involved hydrocarbons formed via reactions of carbide moieties with H2 [2]; yet,
such metal carbides form only CH4 upon contact with H2 [3]. Alternate early proposals were frequently informed by analogies with catal-

ysis by organometallic complexes [4,5]. Storch and Goulombic proposed that CAC bonds formed via condensation of enols bound through
their C-atom (HC*OH) [5]. Carbene-mediated routes envisioned CO* dissociation to C* and O* and C* reactions with H* to form M @ CH2*
species (M: metal) that added to growing chains [6–9]. CO* itself has been proposed as the monomer, with CAC bonds formed via alkyl

migration, as in carbonylation reactions on organometallic complexes [10–14].
The facile CO* activation steps required to account for fast FTS turnovers led to proposed site architectures, often involving defects that

grew increasingly complex as simpler constructs failed to account for measured rates or activation barriers. These architectures were
inspired by observations of facile direct CO* dissociation events at low-coordination atoms on extended surfaces and by density functional
theory (DFT) studies of stoichiometric CO reactions on sparsely covered surfaces. Specific step-edge sites (known as B5 sites) can enable
facile CO* activation via g2-binding through concerted CAM and OAM bond formation [15], in contrast with high-barrier routes involving
g1-binding (M�CO) on edges, corners, or low-index planes [16–19]. The higher FTS turnover rates measured on low-index facets of Co and
Ru, which lack indigenous B5 sites, were attributed to surface ‘‘roughening” induced by bound CO*; such roughening occurs on some
extended flat surfaces upon CO binding [20–22] and even on certain dispersed Pt nanoparticles, on which specific CO* infrared features
emerge bands upon extended contact with CO [23]. These features have not been detected on dispersed Co or Ru nanoparticles during
H2-CO reactions, even at the high CO pressures and coverages prevalent during FTS [16,17,24,25]. These defect sites, if present on small
particles, bind CO* and its dissociation products strongly, thus precluding turnovers, as discussed below; their kinetic irrelevance may
account for the low turnover rates measured on small Co [18,26] and Ru [15,27,28] particles.

The heuristic constructs brought into FTS catalysis from seemingly adjacent chemistries did not consider, at least as first proposed, that:
(i) mononuclear organometallic complexes do not contain contiguous metal atoms, thus requiring singly bound CH2* and CO* as monomers
for CAC bond formation in such models; (ii) open coordination sites, needed for binding and activation, require that strongly bound CO*
desorb from dense CO* adlayers; (iii) coadsorbed ligands, and specifically H*, can assist CAO cleavage, thus circumventing the need for
adlayer vacancies (*) in direct CO* dissociation events; and (iv) the low coverages present in theoretical and high-vacuum studies cannot
describe the ubiquitous effects of site-blocking by unreactive fragments from direct CO* dissociation or the coadsorbate interactions that
dictate reactivity and which, in fact, make FTS catalytic turnovers at all possible.

The formation of long chains in FTS requires high pressures and occurs in dense CO* adlayers at nanoparticle surfaces that reside within
pores filled with liquid hydrocarbons, which impose diffusional hurdles that obstruct direct measurements of the dynamics and selectiv-
ities of surface-catalyzed events and their mechanistic interpretation. These complex environments also pose formidable challenges to
spectroscopic inquiries and to theoretical treatments of reactions on the curved and crowded surfaces of Co and Ru nanoparticles. Such
challenges are often ‘‘bypassed” by using flat model surfaces and low pressures or by studying the binding of CO without H2 coreactants;
these approaches make these systems amenable to spectroscopic and theoretical tools, but they fail to account for why FTS turnovers prefer
low-index surface planes, why few chains grow long and fast within CO* adlayers that obstruct monomer migration, or even how CO*
reacts at all, given its strong binding and unreactive nature on sparsely-covered surfaces. These conundrums reflect the use of a Lang-
muirian canon appropriate for model surfaces at low coverages, but which becomes inaccurate on curved and crowded surfaces. In fact,
crowded surfaces allow coadsorbed species to assist the activation of bound molecules with strong bonds [29] and weaken their binding,
thus enabling the presence of ‘‘spaces” to bind coreactants. Dense adlayers are locally disrupted by growing chains, thus creating ‘‘spaces”
to stabilize transition states for the formation of CH* monomers precisely where such monomers are required to grow chains.

Such considerations resolve, in our view and based on theory and experiments at the realistic conditions of crowded surfaces, four of
these conundrums. Yet, this is our Perspective; we expect that it will contrast the views of others, with the intensity that our discipline
reserves for polemics about FTS mechanisms. The concepts and treatments underpinning an analysis of FTS catalysis represent recyclable
knowledge beyond our current intent. We have structured this Perspective as a sequence of these mechanistic puzzles; they are resolved
using a robust framework that considers how crowded surfaces, difficult to assess by experiment or theory, mediate (and are essential for)
catalytic turnovers of strongly bound intermediates.

The recent advances in addressing these puzzles have benefited from combined kinetic, spectroscopic, and theoretical methods used to
probe the elementary steps and sites involved in forming monomers and CAC bonds on Ru and Co catalysts to address how:

(i) FTS turnovers occur on surfaces covered by dense CO* adlayers and with few bare sites accessible for direct CO* dissociation.
(ii) the high-barrier direct CO* dissociation routes on bare low-index planes are circumvented by routes assisted by the sequential addi-

tion of H* to the C and O atoms in CO* (to form *HCOH*), thus weakening CAO bonds before cleavage forms CH* and OH*.
(iii) CO* adlayers densify as CO pressure increases, leading to the preferential destabilization of CO* relative to the smaller H-assisted CO*

dissociation transition states, thus decreasing activation barriers.
(iv) H2O, a FTS product, increases turnover rates and chain growth selectivities via proton-coupled electron transfer processes that

decrease H-assisted CO activation barriers, thus increasing CH* monomer formation rates.
* M. Ojeda, S. Krishnamoorthy, B. Loveless, C. Buda, E. Dybeck, J. Liu, A. Li, R. Nabar, A. Nilekar, S. Li, G. Meitzner.
2 S. C. Reyes, S. L. Soled, S. Miseo, ExxonMobil.
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(v) a few chains grow very fast because chains locally disrupt CO* adlayers, thus making ‘‘space” for *HCOH* and CH* formation, thus
avoiding the need for endothermic CO* desorption and for CH* migration through dense adlayers.

1. FTS occurs in practice on curved and crowded nanoparticles

On Co and Ru, FTS turnover rates are inhibited by CO and can be accurately described by:
rCO ¼ aPH2PCO

1þ bPCOð Þ2
ð1Þ
albeit with a and b values that differ in chemical origins and magnitude for different mechanistic interpretations [16,30–33]. Such Lang-
muirian equations seem incompatible with the high CO* coverages prevalent during FTS practice, as do the b values derived from Eq. (1),
which are significantly smaller than CO adsorption constants measured directly from infrared spectra during FTS reactions [24].

The CO inhibition demonstrated in Eq. (1) is consistent with the strong CO* infrared bands evident during H2-CO reactions on Co and Ru
nanoparticles. Their intensity becomes essentially independent of CO pressures even at higher temperatures and lower CO pressures than
those used in FTS reactions (500–600 K; 10�3–10 kPa CO; 5 wt. % Ru/SiO2, 7.5 nmmean diameter, Fig. 1c). These infrared bands grow in the
manner expected from Langmuir adsorption below 1 kPa CO, but their intensity continues to increase gradually (and bands shift slightly to
higher frequencies) at higher pressures, indicative of a gradual densification of CO* adlayers that leads to stronger dipole–dipole interac-
tions, to the binding of multiple CO* at low-coordination Ru atoms [34-–37], and to non-Langmuirian adsorption and kinetic behaviors.
Specifically, CO adsorption equilibrium constants derived from such spectra decrease with increasing CO* coverage (Section 2). Similar
experiments on Co nanoparticles led to identical conclusions [25]. The single band for atop CO* on Co nanoparticles (�10 nm mean diam-
eter; 10 wt. % Co/SiO2) shifts from 1960 to 2000 cm�1 as CO pressure increases (10�3–10 kPa CO, 60 kPa H2, 548 K) and the band intensities
exhibit Langmuirian behavior only up to �1 kPa CO and then increase very gradually (1–10 kPa CO) [25]. These data show that Co and Ru
surfaces are saturated with dense CO* adlayers even at CO pressures 10–100 times lower than those required for FTS catalysis in practice.

CO* coverages (as ML, CO*/Msurf) near unity are not achievable on flat extended surfaces (e.g., Ru(0001) [38], Co(0001) [39]); such model
surfaces enable precise descriptions of bound species by experiment and theory, but without H2 coreactants, organic and H2O products, or
the occurrence of catalytic turnovers. DFT-derived treatments show that the formation of a CO* adlayer is endothermic (with a differential
binding energy of +16 kJ mol�1 to form a 1 ML surface) on Ru(0001), suggesting that saturation would occur at about 2/3 ML CO*, in agree-
ment with measured CO coverages on Ru(0001) single crystals [16,38,40]. These extended flat surfaces prevent lateral relaxation of CO*
adlayers to dampen intermolecular repulsion, in contrast with curved nanoparticle surfaces; single crystals and foils can relax only via
atomic displacements perpendicular to the surface, leading to corrugated surfaces [41,42] that are indigenous for nanoparticles.

DFT-derived geometries indicate that Ru-Ru distances at nanoparticle surfaces increase with increasing CO* coverage and that linear
CO* species ‘fan out’, thus minimizing intermolecular repulsion via processes unavailable for extended surfaces. On Ru201 nanoparticles
(201 atoms), CO* adsorption remains quite exothermic at 1 ML CO* (�108 kJ mol�1 vs. + 16 kJ mol�1 on Ru(0001)); its binding enthalpy
remains negative even at 1.05 ML CO* [16]. These large discrepancies have also been reported in DFT treatments of CO* adsorption on Ru57

hcp clusters [43] and larger Ru201 nanoparticles [16,44], and for NO* species on Rh201 [45], H* adsorption on Pt38–586 and Ir38–586 [46,47],
and S* adsorption on Re201, Ru201, and Pt201 nanoparticles [48]. Extended surfaces are essential for theory–experiment benchmarking and to
validate DFT treatments [49,50]; reliable descriptions of FTS dynamics require, however, that binding and reactivity descriptions be
extended to curved and inherently non-uniform nanoparticle surfaces at CO* coverages prevalent during FTS [16,44,45,47].

2. CO activation is assisted by chemisorbed H atoms

Direct CO* dissociation at low-index Co and Ru surfaces:
CO* + * ! C* + O* Rxn:ð1Þ

requires high activation barriers (>200 kJ mol�1 [16,51]). A sequence mediated by direct CO* dissociation (Rxn. (1)) on CO*-saturated

surfaces would give FTS turnover rates:
rCO ¼ k1
KCOPCO

ð2Þ
with KCO as the equilibrium CO adsorption constant and k1 as the rate constant for CO* dissociation (Rxn. (1)); this equation is inconsistent
with measured effects of H2 on rates (Eq. (1)) [16,30-33]. The resulting rate constant ( kapp ¼ k1=KCO ) would give apparent barriers:
DEapp ¼ DEact;1 � DEads;CO ð3Þ

that reflect the combined energies for CO* activation ( DEact;1 ) and CO* desorption ( �DEads;CO ). DFT-derived barriers for direct CO* dissoci-
ation ( DEact;1 ) are 230 kJ mol�1 on low-index Co(0001) [19] and 227 kJ mol�1 on Ru(0001) [51] surfaces at modest coverages (�0.5 ML CO*),
which are much larger than measured barriers (�100 kJ mol�1) [5,33,52-54]. FTS turnovers mediated by direct CO* dissociation would
require the involvement of low-coordination step-edge sites, which have lower DFT-derived barriers for CO* dissociation on stepped surfaces
of Co (68–136 kJ mol�1) and Ru (47–89 kJ mol�1) at modest coverages (�0.5 ML CO*) [19,51,55]. Step-edge B5 sites at Ru(109) surfaces form
stable C* atoms that titrate CO* binding sites [56], consistent with their reactivity in stoichiometric CO* dissociation but also with their
incompetence in catalytic turnovers, a result of their irreversible poisoning by unreactive C* (and O*) dissociation products. These low bar-
riers for CO* dissociation reported in literature fail to account for the essential requirement to create space for dissociation through CO* des-
orption events from densely covered surfaces and step-edge sites. This desorption energy explicitly appears in the apparent activation barrier
(Eq. (3)).

On curved Ru201 nanoparticles (1.05 ML CO*), activation barriers (potential energies, DEact;1 in Eq. (3)) for unassisted CO* dissociation at a
step-edge site are 150 kJ mol�1; the energy required to desorb CO* from that step-edge site is 119 kJ mol�1 ( DEads;CO ), leading to an appar-



Fig. 1. (a) Infrared spectra during steady-state CO-H2 reactions on SiO2, 5 wt. % Ru/SiO2 (0.005–0.1 kPa CO, 0.1–2 kPa H2, balance He, 573 K) [24] and (b) on 10 wt. % Co/SiO2

(0.003–4.3 kPa CO, 60 kPa H2, balance He, 548 K) [25]. (c) Integrated intensities of CAO stretch bands for deconvoluted infrared spectra on Ru/SiO2 (573 K) [24] and Co/SiO2

(523–548 K) [25] as a function of CO* pressure (L-CO* for linear CO*, B-CO* for bridging CO*, M�CO* for CO* interacting with > 2 Ru surface atoms) and for L-CO* on Co/SiO2.
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ent barrier (269 kJ mol�1; Eq. (3), Fig. 2) much larger than measured barriers (�100 kJ mol�1). These sites dissociate CO* with lower appar-
ent barriers than low-index planes on Ru201 nanoparticles (322 kJ mol�1; Fig. 2), but direct CO* dissociation at either site cannot account for
FTS turnovers. FTS catalytic sequences mediated by kinetically relevant direct CO* dissociation steps also cannot account for the effects of
H2 pressure on rates (Eq. (1)) unless such steps are quasi-equilibrated during FTS catalysis; such a scenario is rendered implausible (in spite
of inferences from isotopic exchange data [57]) because of the strong binding of C* and O* at step-edge sites competent for direct disso-
ciation and the high barriers for C*-O* recombination and CO desorption at such sites.

Strong bonds, such as those in CO, typically required sequential reactions of each atom in such bonds with coadsorbed species, instead
of additional attachments of such atoms with exposed surface atoms; this becomes singularly essential on the densely covered surfaces
ubiquitous in the practice of catalysis [29]. This represents the essence of catalysis at work: the replacement of difficult steps by a sequence
of switchbacks in multi-dimensional energy space. Coadsorbate-assisted pathways are evident in O2-H2 (or O2-H2O) reactions on Au and Pd
[58-61], NO-H2 reactions on Pt and Rh [45,62], and CO-O2 reactions on Au [61] and Pt [34]. In FTS, such routes take the form of CO*
dissociation after sequential reactions with H*:
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CO* + H* $HCO* Rxn:ð2Þ

HCO* + H* !*HCOH* Rxn:ð3Þ

*HCOH* !CH* + OH* Rxn:ð4Þ

in steps that weaken CAO bonds before cleavage [63-65]. In this sequence, Rxn. (2) is quasi-equilibrated and Rxns. (3) or (4) are kinetically
relevant, a choice that leads to the same rate equation and which only theory can discern. The rate equation when Rxn. (3) limits FTS rates
agrees with the form observed on Co and Ru catalysts [16,30-33] (Eq. (1)):
rCO ¼ k3K2KH2KCOPH2PCO

1þ KCOPCOð Þ2
ð4Þ
with K2 and k3 as equilibrium and rate constants and KCO and KH2 as equilibrium constants for CO adsorption and dissociative H2 adsorption,
respectively. On nearly saturated surfaces ( KCOPCO � 1), rates become:
rCO ¼ k3K2KH2PH2

KCOPCO
ð5Þ
The lumped rate constant:
kapp ¼ k3K2KH2=KCO ð6Þ

reflects an apparent barrier:
DEapp ¼ DEact;3 þ DErxn;2 þ DEads;H2 � DEads;CO ð7Þ

with terms that can be determined from DFT-derived activation barriers ( Eact ) and reaction energies ( Erxn ) for each step and adsorption
energies ( Eads ) for each bound reactant. On Ru201 terraces, the DFT-derived apparent barrier for the lumped rate constant is 165 kJ mol�1,
compared to 269 kJ mol�1 for direct CO* dissociation on B5 step-edge sites and 322 kJ mol�1 for direct dissociation on low-index terraces
[16]. An earlier study on Co(0001) surfaces with 0.5 ML CO* also concluded that H-assisted CO* routes give barriers that are much smaller
(by 192 kJ mol�1) than for direct CO* dissociation [30,66]. CO cleavage is preceded by sequential weakening of CAO bonds via reactions with
H*; activation barriers are much smaller than for direct dissociation even on low-coordination step-edge sites; these specific site architec-
tures are inconsistent with FTS turnovers that are favored on large Co and Ru nanoparticles that predominantly expose low-index planes
[18,31,32].

H-assisted pathways account for the competence of low-index planes in CO* activation, without requiring surface structures that are not
indigenous on the low-index planes prevalent on large Co and Ru nanoparticles. Such assisted routes provide yet another illustration of
how surfaces dissect bond-breaking into a larger number of less challenging steps; the use of H* in this case parallels how assistance is
involved in NO* activation (via *HNOH*) [45,62] and O2* activation in O2-H2 and O2-H2O reactions (via *OOH*) [58-61]. These processes
find few analogies in organometallic catalysts because their low nuclearity disfavors coadsorbate interactions and bimolecular encounters;
they are ubiquitous, however, in catalysis on crowded surfaces.

H-assisted CO* activation routes have become the accepted paradigm through theoretical and experimental confirmations since first
proposed [67-72]; deliberations persist only about the kinetic relevance of the first (Rxn. (2)) or second (Rxn. (3)) sequential H-addition
and about residual attachments to B5 sites, even though their emergence to account for the incompetence of low-index planes in direct
CO* activation is rendered unnecessary by bimolecular assisted routes. Nevertheless, some of the imperatives made evident from these
conclusions are inconvenient—that curved and crowded surfaces prevail in practice and that flat surfaces (even at moderate coverages)
in the absence of coreactants or catalytic turnovers cannot provide evidence for the competence of bimolecular routes. To some extent,
the resulting recalcitrance to accept such evidence may reflect how DFT-derived activation barriers for H-assisted CO* activation events
still remain somewhat larger than measured barriers, even at supra-monolayer CO* coverages (165 kJ mol�1 at 1.05 ML CO*
vs. �100 kJ mol�1) [5,33,52-54].

These remaining differences reflect, at least in part, (i) the inadequacy of Langmuirian models in describing reaction rates within dense
liquid-like CO* adlayers [24]; (ii) the role of H2O in enhancing rates and chain growth [73]; and (iii) the observation that H-assisted CO*
activation becomes even more facile near chains, as they disrupt the dense CO* adlayers [44]. These effects cause H-assisted CO* activation
barriers to become even smaller, as discussed next.

3. CO* adlayers densify as CO pressures increase leading to lower barriers through preferential destabilization of adlayers over
*HCO–H*҂ transition states

Low-coordination ‘‘defect” sites are titrated by unreactive CO* or its C*/O* dissociation products, but weaker-binding low-index terraces
become kinetically competent with bimolecular H-assistance in dense CO* adlayers that cover nanoparticle surfaces during FTS. These
dense adlayers lack open sites for binding direct CO* dissociation transition states, but also weaken CO* binding through CO*–CO* repul-
sion, thus precluding Langmuirian kinetic treatments and requiring that DFT-derived binding energies and activation barriers be calculated
at the supramonolayer CO* coverages that prevail on nanoparticles but not on extended surfaces. The success of Langmuirian rate equa-
tions (Eqs. (1), (4)) in describing rate data is fortuitous, as evident from kinetic and thermodynamic parameters regressed from the rate
data using such equations.

At low CO pressures (0.01–1 kPa CO), KCO values regressed from rate data and Eq. (4) on Ru/SiO2 are similar to those derived from Lang-
muirian descriptions of infrared CO* band intensities during reaction (Fig. 3; 518–598 K), as expected at the prevalent submonolayer CO*
coverages [24]. At higher CO pressures (10–100 kPa CO), KCO values from rate data are �100-times smaller than measured from rate or
infrared data at lower pressures (Fig. 3), even though rates can be accurately described by Eq. (4) in this pressure range (10–100 kPa



Fig. 3. Regressed CO adsorption constants (KCO) from IR data (d), low-pressure rate data (10�3–10�1 kPa CO,r), and high-pressure rate data (10–100 kPa CO, N) on Ru/SiO2 at
518–598 K [24] and on Co/SiO2 at 473–548 K [25].
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CO, 518–598 K). Higher CO* coverages and stronger CO*–CO* repulsion cause CO* binding energies and KCO values to decrease when CO*
adlayers densify as CO pressures approach those prevalent in FTS reactions (0.1–1 MPa CO; 450–550 K). These very different KCO values at
high and low CO pressures are also evident on Co-based catalysts (10 wt% Co/SiO2) [25]; KCO values from infrared CO* bands at submono-
layer coverages (0.01–1 kPa CO, 473–548 K) are �50 times larger than those derived from CO pressure effects on FTS rates described by Eq.
(4) at higher CO pressures (4–12 kPa; Fig. 3).

The effects of CO* coverages on KCO as CO* coverages approach saturation cause a monotonic increase in kapp (Eq. (6)) with CO pressure
and lead to CO pressure effects on rates that mimic the presence of both terms in the denominator of Eq. (4). In fact, KCO cannot be inde-
pendently determined from rates at near-monolayer coverages, indicating that Eq. (4) is an inaccurate description of FTS rates. Instead, Eq.
(5) can be used and proves useful, because the apparent rate parameter (kapp, Eq. (6)) increases monotonically with increasing CO pressure
and thus with CO* coverages.

The magnitude of kapp (Eq. (6)) depends on the free energy of formation of the kinetically relevant *HCO–H*҂ transition state (TS) from
two bound CO* molecules and one H2(g):
ð8Þ
with an equilibrium constant (K҂) and an apparent free energy barrier (DG҂). K҂ (and DG҂) values are those for the formation of the TS in a
lumped chemical event described as:
Rxn:ð5Þ

a stoichiometry that reflects the need to remove two CO* to form the bidentate TS. The DG҂ for this reaction:
ð9Þ

provides the theoretical underpinning required to assess how kapp varies with CO* coverage.

The *HCO–H* formation TS occupies a smaller area (0.1217 nm2) than the two CO* molecules that must desorb to accommodate it
(0.1574 nm2) (DFT-derived structures; Ru218 clusters; 1.04 ML CO* [24]). The ‘‘activation area” (DA҂; by analogy with activation volumes
for reactions within a fluid phase [74-78]) for the reaction in Rxn. (5) is negative. In two-dimensions, negative activation areas cause appar-
ent rate constants (kapp) to increase as the CO* coverage (and thus surface tension, s) increases:
ð10Þ
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(part b) with an intermolecular distance of 2.97 Å) for 2 CO (green) and the HCO–H҂ structure (blue) as a function of intermolecular CO distances. The HCO–H҂ transition state
formation energy on this metal-free lattice gas model (DE҂lg) is shown on the right-hand axis.
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just as rate constants for homogeneous systems with negative activation volumes (DV҂) increase with increasing fluid pressure [75,77]. The
surface tension term (s) reflects coadsorbate repulsion at the contact boundary between the TS (or CO*) and the surrounding dense CO*
adlayer; such repulsion is stronger as CO* coverage increases for both CO* and the TS, but to different extents.

These repulsive interactions destabilize larger structures (CO*–CO* pairs) more strongly than the smaller *HCO–H* formation TS as CO*
adlayers densify. DFT treatments cannot capture monotonic changes in CO* coverage because of the inherent symmetry of extended sur-
faces and nanoparticle models, thus precluding calculations that vary CO* coverages with the required granularity. The promiscuous bind-
ing of CO* on metals (atop, bridge, three-fold), evident from theory and infrared spectra indicate, however, that through-space CO*–CO*
repulsive effects are significant; consequently, adlayer densification effects can be captured directionally by lattice models that pre-posi-
tion CO* in close-packed configurations, without explicit descriptions of surface binding, in the form of two-dimensional lattice gas models
(Fig. 4b).

The uniform compression of this lattice gas decreases CO*–CO* distances, thus mimicking the monotonic densification of CO* adlayers in
practice. A smaller mean CO*–CO* distance leads to higher energies for CO*–CO* pairs and the *HCO–H* formation TS (Fig. 4c), but such
destabilization is less pronounced for the TS than the CO*–CO* pairs. These different sensitivities of the CO*–CO* pair and HCO–H* forma-
tion TS to the CO* adlayer density cause activation barriers to decrease from �400 kJ mol�1 at essentially non-interacting CO*–CO* dis-
tances (�0.4 nm) to �340 kJ mol�1 at the CO*–CO* distances for 1.05 ML on Ru201 terraces and to continue to decrease at shorter CO*–
CO* distances. Of course, such high barriers (>300 kJ mol�1) reflect the absence of the catalyst in this lattice gas model, but the trends par-
allel those for DG҂ (548 K, Eq. (9)) on Ru201 models, which decrease from 280 kJ mol�1 on essentially bare Ru201 particles (0.02 ML CO*) to
236 kJ mol�1 at 1 ML CO* and to 229 kJ mol�1 at 1.04 ML CO*. At higher coverages, these activation free energies would approach measured
values. Taken together with the ubiquitous role of H2O as a cocatalyst and of growing chains as ‘‘spacers” that promote local CO* activation
(discussed below), these effects of CO* coverage bring theoretical predictions closer to the reactivity of the crowded non-ideal surfaces of
Ru and Co nanoparticles.

FTS rates decrease as CO pressure increases, but less sensitively than inferred from Eq. (5) at near-saturation coverages, because DG҂
decreases (and kapp increases) as denser CO* adlayers preferentially destabilize the CO* molecules removed to accommodate the *HCO–
H* TS. The monotonic changes in kapp and KCO because of adlayer densification allow Langmuirian treatments to describe measured rates,
but by invoking KCO values that could not have been measured from rate data at coverages near CO* saturation. These KCO values (1.2 at
518 K and 0.2 at 598 K, Ru/SiO2) are about 104 times smaller than those derived from infrared spectra at submonolayer coverages (0.01–
1 kPa CO; Fig. 3) [24].

The dense and liquid-like nature of CO* adlayers breaches the limits of convenient Langmuirian descriptions but enable CO* dissociation
to occur via bimolecular H-assisted pathways on low-index surfaces that are ineffective for direct CO* dissociation. Coadsorbed CO* and H*
species are essential in CO* dissociation, as is H2O (a ubiquitous FTS product) and the growing chains that locally disrupt CO* adlayers.
4. H2O mediates H-transfer events and enhances H-assisted CO* activation rates

Water, whether as an indigenous FTS product or added to CO-H2 coreactants, can increase FTS rates on some catalysts [17,31,79-82], but
does not influence and even decreases rates on others [33,83-86]. On most Co and Ru catalysts, H2O increases chain growth probabilities
[17,31,79,80,83,87,88], causing a monotonic increase in the molecular weight and degree of unsaturation in products with increasing H2O
pressure.

These different effects on rates partly reflect competing contributions by inhibition through coadsorption of H2O-derived species and
rate enhancements, leading to maximum rates at intermediate H2O pressures. The mechanism responsible for rate enhancements
remained uncertain until H-assisted CO* activation pathways connected these H2O effects with H-addition steps that can be mediated
by H2O through proton-coupled electron transfer [73]. The effects of support pore size on these H2O-induced rate enhancements led to
inferences about the plausible presence of intrapore aqueous or biphasic intrapore structures stabilized by FTS products acting as
surfactants; such intrapore liquids may create local environments that enhance or inhibit diffusion rates, with consequences for turnover
rates and selectivities [1,17,85,89-91].



Fig. 5. (a) H-assisted CO activation can be further mediated by proton coupled electron transfer reactions that facilitate OAH bond formation and ultimately CAO cleavage via
HCOH transition states. (b) CO turnover rates increase with increasing H2O pressure as CH4 selectivity decreases and the selectivity to C�5 species increases (463 K, 0.55 MPa
CO, 2.2 MPa H2, Ru/SiO2) [73].
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The intensity and frequency of CO* infrared stretches during FTS are not affected by changes in H2O pressure (0–0.1 MPa) that led to 1.4-
fold higher rates (473 K, H2/CO = 2, 0.17 MPa CO, Co/SiO2). These data indicate that H2O did not detectably influence the coverage or type of
CO*, remove unreactive residues that prevent CO* binding, or influence local CO concentrations by changing diffusion rates [17]. Any rel-
evant H2O-derived species must therefore act to increase the rates of kinetically relevant H-assisted CO* dissociation steps.

Fig. 5a depicts H-assisted CO* activation with and without H2O-mediated OAH bond formation and their apparent activation barriers
(referenced to a CO*-covered surface and the stoichiometric amounts of gaseous molecules required to form the TS, as in Rxn. (5)) on Ru201

nanoparticles models. H2O-mediated routes have the lower energy barrier along the reaction coordinate and involve H* shuttling mediated
by H2O from a Ru-atom to the O-atom in the first H* addition to CO*, which forms COH* (bound through C-atom). H2O interacts with COH*
via H-bonding as the second H-addition forms *HCOH* and then dissociates to CH* and OH*. The simultaneous occurrence of these two
paths, and the inclusion of a site-blocking term for H2O leads to the rate equation:
rCO ¼ aPH2PCO þ cPH2PCOPH2O

1þ KCOPCO þ KH2OPH2O
� �2 ð11Þ
by analogy with the one for anhydrous rates (Eq. (1)), where a is given for the anhydrous route in Eq. (1) and c is a lumped rate constant for
the H2O-mediated pathway. Eq. (11) accurately describes the effects of H2O pressure on measured turnover rates on Ru/SiO2 catalysts
(Fig. 5b) [73] and Co/SiO2 [17] catalysts.

The effective enthalpy barriers for these two paths suggest that H2O-assisted routes (corresponding to c) are more facile (by 73 kJ mol�1)
than anhydrous routes (corresponding to a). Such enthalpic stabilization is compensated in part by entropy losses upon H2O binding, thus
making free energy barriers only slightly lower for H2O-mediated than anhydrous routes (2 kJ mol�1 DFT; 8 kJ mol�1 from a and c values
from rate data), leading to parallel contributions to measured rates that are of similar magnitude (Fig. 5b).

The effects of H2O on chain length reflect higher H2O-derived monomer formation rates that cause each given chain to ‘‘find” more
monomers before a termination event (H-addition, b-hydrogen elimination). Yet, catalysts and conditions that do not cause H2O-induced
rate enhancements still show H2O-enhanced chain growth probabilities. This reflects how H2O-derived species occupy a fraction of the sur-
face, but enhance monomer formation rates on the rest, as discussed next; in doing so, the first effect leads to a decrease in the areal density
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of growing chains. Monomers form via H-assisted CO activation (anhydrous or H2O-mediated) predominantly in the immediate vicinity of
growing chains, which disrupt the dense CO* adlayer. Consequently, monomer formation rates per chain are increased by H2O, irrespective
of the surface fraction occupied by CO* or H2O-derived species; monomer formation, and thus FTS, turnover rates (based on exposed Co
surfaces) depend, however, on the fraction of the surface that contains CO*.
5. A few chains grow fast because they locally disrupt dense CO* adlayers and create ‘‘space to form CH* monomers

The non-ideality of the dense CO* adlayers prevalent during FTS create an environment that allows chains to grow long and fast in an
unexpected manner, a finding seemingly at odds with the formation of monomers uniformly throughout the adlayers, which would require
their facile migration through a dense CO* adlayer to reach a few growing chains. 12CO-13CO isotopic transient experiments on Co and Fe
catalysts determined the intramolecular location of 13C-atoms within chains as the isotopic composition within the reactive CO pool
evolved with time; the analysis of such data showed that only a few chains grow very fast at any one time during the transient [92].
The total 13C content in such chains increased with time, as the reactive pool evolved from 12CO* to 13CO*, but at each time the 13C-content
in each product was essentially identical at all C-positions along the alkene backbone, indicating that all C-atoms were added to a chain
within a time when the 13C-content in the monomer pool was essentially unchanged. Such an observation requires that monomers pref-
erentially form in the immediate vicinity of the growing chain, to circumvent the need for rapid surface diffusion through dense CO*
adlayers.

The formation of monomers next to a growing chain may simply reflect a role of CO*, the predominant surface species, as the monomer
and its insertion into the MAC bonds in growing chains (often depicted as alkyls), as in alkyl migration routes ubiquitous in carbonylation
by organometallic complexes [93,94]. Such routes would form oxygenates, detected as minority FTS products. FTS rates, however, reflect
monomer formation rates and are proportional to H2 pressure; these kinetic effects are not consistent with non-activated CO* as the pre-
dominant monomer. Monomers form instead, as discussed above, via H-assisted CO* dissociations that form CH* monomers. The formation
of such monomers may benefit from the space created by chains that disrupt locally dense CO* adlayers; this environment may avoid the
need for the endothermic desorption of a vicinal CO* to bind the *HCO–H*҂ transition states.

Carbene (CH2*) species as FTS monomers were inferred from the ability of diazomethane (CH2N2) to insert C-atoms from its CH2*
decomposition fragment into chains during CO-H2 reactions on Co catalysts at ambient pressures [8]. These CH2*-type species derived from
an extraneous source were inserted into chains. The insertion of CH2* (or any CHx*) requires preceding CO* activation events through H-
assisted routes that are also required to initiate chains; consequently, it seems implausible that similar steps can be so much faster for
monomer formation than for the incipient formation of a growing chain, in contradiction with the conclusions from isotopic switching
experiments [92].

Once again, the unusual environment created by dense CO* adlayers provides a mechanism by which a few chains can grow very rapidly
without requiring monomer migration through crowded surfaces [44]. A theoretical assessment of such routes requires an analysis of the
nature of such growing chains. On Ru218 half-particle models at 1.04 ML CO*, bound alkylidynes (RC*, CH* when R = H) are more stable than
alkylidenes (RCH*, CH2*) or alkyls (RCH2*, CH3*; typically considered as chains); the free energies of formation of CH2* (81 kJ mol�1; Rxn.
(6); 500 K, 1 bar) and CH3* (18 kJ mol�1; Rxn. (7)) from CH* and H* are positive:
CH* + H* !CH2* Rxn:ð6Þ
CH2* + H* !CH3* Rxn:ð7Þ

These values would give CH* coverages at least 108-larger than either CH2* or CH3* (at 0.5–5 MPa H2, 500 K); a similar preference for

alkylidyne species is also evident for C2–C4 RCHx* species [44]. Thus, growing chains predominantly exist as alkylidynes [95,96] and not as
the alkyls considered in carbene-mediated routes [6-9].

Such chains emerge via the formation of isolated CH* species within the CO* adlayer via H-assisted routes; these CH* species can (i) add
H* to form CH4; (ii) react with CO* to form CAC bonds (CO*-insertion); or (iii) form a CAC bond with another CHx* that forms nearby. The
predominant use of monomers to form long chains (instead of CH4 or oxygenates) supports the preferential formation of CHx* near alkyli-
dyne chains; this preference is expected to become even stronger as CO* adlayers densify and the local disruptions become more conse-
quential; as a result, fewer form at the undisrupted regions within CO* adlayers, where their reaction with H* would form CH4 before they
encounter a chain. Such processes account for the strong effects of CO pressure on CH4 selectivity and product molecular weight, which
cannot be described by Langmuirian chain growth models [44].

DFT-derived activation enthalpies and free energies (500 K, 1 bar) for H-assisted CO* dissociation on Ru218 models at 1.04 ML CO* are 98
and 15 kJ mol�1 lower on average, respectively, when these steps occur next to an alkylidyne chain instead of unperturbed CO* adlayers
[44], indicative of the preferential formation of monomers near such chains. Chains form by desorbing one CO* (�DGads;CO = 22 kJ mol�1,
Fig. 6g) from a dense adlayer to create ‘‘space” for the H-assisted CO* activation TS; this TS decomposes to form CH* in a binding config-
uration that leaves a metal atom relatively exposed (Fig. 6a); CH2* and CH3* species, in contrast, coordinate more strongly and prevent the
involvement of that metal atom in TS stabilization. The TS for activating another CO* next to a CH* ‘‘chain” forms without requiring the
desorption of a CO* molecule or any significant distortions of the vicinal CO* adlayer because the TS and CH* can share a single metal atom
(shown centrally in Fig. 6a and 6d) [44]. This is not the case for the formation of the same TS near CH2* or CH3* ‘‘chains”, because CH2* or
CH3* block the coordinating metal atom (Fig. 6e and 6f). The apparent free energy barrier for CO* activation (Eq. (9)) is 24 kJ mol�1 smaller
next to a CH* than on the unperturbed adlayer; the differences in activation enthalpies are much larger (234 kJ mol�1 at the unperturbed
adlayer; 127 kJ mol�1 next to CH*). These differences reflect the energetics of CO* desorption which has a DH of 104 kJ mol�1 and a DS of
164 J mol�1 K�1, resulting in a DG of 22 kJ mol�1 (1 bar, 500 K). DFT-derived activation enthalpies (and free energies) for H-assisted CO
activation steps are similar next to C1-C4 alkylidynes (CH*, CH3C*, C2H5C*, C3H7C*) with activation enthalpies ranging from 127 to
145 kJ mol�1 (and free energies from 204 to 220 kJ mol�1)—values which are, on average, 98 and 15 kJ mol�1 lower, respectively, than
CO* dissociation on unperturbed adlayers. These monomer formation activation barriers at locations vicinal to growing alkylidyne chains
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resemble those measured on Ru and Co catalysts [5,33,52-54]; the involvement H2O-assisted routes at such locations and the presence of
CO* adlayers denser than at the 1.04 ML CO* used in these DFT methods would give rise to even lower FTS activation barriers in practice.

The CH*–CH* reactions that consume monomers and lengthen chains involve small DFT-derived enthalpy barriers (88 kJ mol�1),
demonstrating that FTS rates are limited by the formation of monomers instead of their addition to chains. FTS product chains initiate
slowly and rapidly grow because chains favor the formation of the CH* monomers in their immediate vicinity. As before, this realization
emerges from the recognition of the essential role of dense CO* adlayers and the non-Langmuirian effects caused by coadsorbate repulsion
on reactants and transition states.
6. A final perspective and a summary - dense CO* adlayers as enablers of Fischer-Tropsch synthesis turnovers

In this Perspective, the matter of whether defect site architectures or adlayer environments account for the enduring puzzles described
here has sided with the latter, without ignoring that surface atom coordination matters, albeit in most cases to favor FTS turnovers on low-
index Co and Ru surfaces. In doing so, our work has sought to rebalance a historical emphasis on concepts derived from stoichiometric
binding and reactions of CO on sparsely covered extended surfaces with the reality of curved nanoparticles covered by dense CO* adlayers
at the pressures required for FTS turnovers and chain growth. Such a balance and the role of CO* adlayers and H2O ‘‘cocatalysts” (via pro-
ton-coupled electron transfer) as essential enablers of FTS turnovers have precluded the use of convenient Langmuirian constructs to
describe the dynamics of surface catalysis.

The emergence of H-assisted and H2O-assisted CO activation routes as the prevalent paradigm resolved the puzzling higher reactivity of
low-index surfaces and the higher turnover rates measured on larger Co and Ru nanoparticles (Sections 2 and 4). The preeminence of
bimolecular routes (over unassisted routes involving bare sites) in dissociating strong bonds on crowded surfaces has become the mech-
anistic norm for many other reactions. Dense adlayers weaken CO* binding through intermolecular repulsion. As a result, CO* becomes
more reactive and easier to desorb, so as to create ‘‘space” for binding the TS for H-assisted CO* activation steps (Section 3). The discomfort
created by these dense adlayers is felt by CO* more strongly than by the relevant TS, thus causing the preferential destabilization of the
reactants over the kinetically relevant transition state. The disruption of such adlayers (by the incipient formation of a chain) allows such
TS structures to form next to a chain without requiring CO* desorption to create additional space (Section 5). This, in turn, allows CH*
monomers to react preferentially with chains and to circumvent the precarious formation of CH* within an undisrupted adlayer, from
which they must migrate to add to chains with the intervening dangers of forming CH4 via reactions with H*. The properties of dense adlay-
ers are essential for fast FTS turnovers and high chain growth selectivity, but also for resolving those conundrums and puzzles that have
persisted throughout the long and storied history of the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis.
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